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2017 November Cisco Official New Released 300-101 Dumps in Lead2pass.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
Pass 300-101 exam with the latest Lead2pass 300-101 dumps: Lead2pass 300-101 exam questions and answers in PDF are prepared
by our experts. Moreover, they are based on the recommended syllabus that covering all the 300-101 exam objectives. Following
questions and answers are all new published by Cisco Official Exam Center: https://www.lead2pass.com/300-101.html QUESTION
463Which two protocols can cause TCP starvation? (Choose two) A. TFTPB. SNMPC. SMTPD. HTTPSE. FTPAnswer:
AB QUESTION 464Refer to the exhibit. How can you configure a second export destination for IP address 192.168.10.1? A.
specify a different TCP portB. specify a different UDP portC. specify a VRFD. configure a version 5 flow-export to the same
destinationE. specify a different flow ID Answer: C QUESTION 465Which value does Frame Relay use to identify a connection
between a DTE and DCE? A. DLCIB. IP addressC. MAC addressD. VLAN ID Answer: A QUESTION 466Which two
options are limitations of Stateful NAT64? (Choose two) A. it is unable to route VRF trafficB. it is unable to route multicast
trafficC. it supports FTP traffic only with an ALGD. it supports DNS64 onlyE. layer 4 supports TCP only Answer: AB
QUESTION 467If you want to migrate an IS-IS network to another routing protocol with.....? (Choose two) A. UDPB. internal
BGPC. TCP/IPD. EIGRPE. OSPFF. RIP Answer: DE QUESTION 468IP CEF load-sharing options (Choose three) A.
TunnelB. UniversalC. Include-portsD. SourceE. Destination Answer: ABC QUESTION 469What is the minimum privilege
level to enter all commands in usermode? A. Level14B. Level0C. Level1D. Level15 Answer: C QUESTION 470Which two
statements about password-protecting device access are true? (Choose two) A. The more system:running-config command displays
encrypted passwords in clear textB. The service password-encryption command forces a remote device to encrypt the passwordC.
A network administrator can recover an encrypted passwordD. The privilege level command controls the commands a specific
user can executeE. The password can be encrypted in the running configuration Answer: DE QUESTION 471Frame Relay LMI
autosense. What is is true? (Choose two) A. Line should be up and protocol should be downB. Protocol must be upC. It only
works on DTEsD. It only works on DCEs Answer: AC Comparing with others', you will find our 300-101 exam questions are
more helpful and precise since all the 300-101 exam content is regularly updated and has been checked for accuracy by our team of
Cisco expert professionals. 300-101 new questions on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDbHBiVVk1ZVhpOGc 2017 Cisco 300-101 exam dumps (All 489 Q&As) from
Lead2pass: https://www.lead2pass.com/300-101.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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